The association between chronic pain and obesity
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Abstract: Obesity and pain present serious public health concerns in our society. Evidence strongly suggests that comorbid obesity is common in chronic pain conditions, and pain complaints are common in obese individuals. In this paper, we review the association between obesity and pain in the general population as well as chronic pain patients. We also review the relationship between obesity and pain response to noxious stimulation in animals and humans. Based upon the existing research, we present several potential mechanisms that may link the two phenomena, including mechanical/structural factors, chemical mediators, depression, sleep, and lifestyle. We discuss the clinical implications of obesity and pain, focusing on the effect of weight loss, both surgical and noninvasive, on pain. The literature suggests that the two conditions are significant comorbidities, adversely impacting each other. The nature of the relationship however is not likely to be direct, but many interacting factors appear to contribute. Weight loss for obese pain patients appears to be an important aspect of overall pain rehabilitation, although more efforts are needed to determine strategies to maintain long-term benefit.
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Introduction

Obesity is a condition of abnormal or excessive fat accumulation in adipose tissue.1 Obesity is usually defined by using weight and height to calculate “body mass index” (BMI). Normal weight status ranges from 18.5 kg/m² to 24.9 kg/m², and overweight status ranges from 25 kg/m² to 29.9 kg/m² of BMI. A BMI that is greater than 30 kg/m² is considered to reflect obesity. The obese category is further subdivided into class I (30–34.9 kg/m²), class II (35–39.9 kg/m²), and class III (≥40 kg/m²). A BMI that is greater than 40 kg/m² is considered as “morbid” obesity. According to the recent estimates by the World Health Organization (WHO), 39% and 13% of adults worldwide were overweight and obese in 2014, respectively.2 In the USA, the rate of obesity seems to far exceed the world average. A recent large-scale study with over 9,000 participants found that 69% of their adults were either overweight or obese and 35% were in the obese category.3 It is well documented that obesity has high morbidity: obesity presents a significant risk factor for a range of medical problems, including cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and diabetes.4 The health care costs for obesity-related conditions are estimated to be over $200 billion in 2005 dollars for US adults.5

Accumulating evidence strongly suggests that pain and obesity are significantly related to each other, and obesity is potentially a marker of greater functional and psychological complications of chronic pain. In this paper, we review the association
of obesity and pain, possible mechanisms underlying the relationship, and clinical implications of comorbid obesity in pain.

**Obesity and pain complaints**

A large volume of evidence exists pointing to the concurrence of obesity and pain complaints. Based upon the electronic medical record data in the Veterans Health Administration, obesity was significantly and consistently associated with persistent pain complaints (odds ratio [OR] = 1.89, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.56–2.30). Similar results have been shown in adolescents and children as well; obesity is significantly associated with the presence and extent of pain complaints in the young. Similarly, a multistate study showed the incremental relationship between obesity and pain, that is, pain complaint became more prevalent as BMI status rose. In this study, the likelihood of morbidly obese people having a pain complaint was four times higher than those who were not obese. The prevalence of low back pain increases as BMI rises; less than 3% of people in the normal BMI range reported low back pain in the past 3 months, whereas 7.7% of obese and 11.6% of morbidly obese pain individuals reported low back pain in the US cohort study of 6,796 adults. A large-scale survey with over 1 million people in the USA demonstrated a linear increment of chronic pain cases as BMI increases. Relative to normal weight people, overweight people reported 20% greater rates of recurring pain, and the rates go up to 68% for people with class I obesity, 136% for people with class II obesity, and 254% for people with morbid obesity.

There is ample evidence that obesity and chronic pain coexist. A community study reported that obesity was associated with various pain diagnoses including low back pain, headaches, fibromyalgia/chronic widespread pain, and abdominal pain. Severe obesity in the elderly doubles the likelihood of having chronic pain. A systematic review concludes that obese people are at a greater risk of having headaches, particularly chronic headaches. Similarly, obesity appears to be a risk factor for developing abdominal pain, pelvic pain, and neuropathic pain. Conversely, obesity is common in people with chronic pain. People reporting widespread pain tend to have greater total fat mass and less total lean mass than those not reporting pain. Yunus et al. showed that over 60% of women with fibromyalgia in their study were at least overweight, with 32.2% in the obese range. Another study showed higher mean BMI in fibromyalgia patients compared to the pain-free individuals. In our previous studies, up to 58% of the women with fibromyalgia were obese. Similarly, Neumann et al. reported that out of 550 women with fibromyalgia, 28% were overweight, and 45% were obese. Leovinger et al. reported that chronic pain was associated with larger waist circumference and higher low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and triglyceride, linking chronic pain with an increased risk of metabolic syndrome.

The association between joint pain and obesity is also well documented. Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most prevalent musculoskeletal conditions with the estimated 27 million afflicted adults in the USA. Numerous studies suggest that obesity is related to the presence, progression, and severity of OA. Perhaps not surprisingly, given the aging population and rise in obesity, the number of surgical interventions for OA is on the rise. For example, the number of total knee replacement has increased by 134% from 1999 to 2008. Obesity may also be a leading factor for needing surgical intervention for OA patients. The relative risk of having total hip or knee replacement increases as BMI increases; for people with morbid obesity (BMI ≥ 40), the relative risks of having total hip or knee replacement were, respectively, 32.73 and 8.56 times higher than non-obese people. Research suggests that obesity is not only a risk factor for OA but also may complicate recovery from joint replacement surgery. Obesity in chronic joint pain may also be related to greater consumption of analgesics. Thomazeau et al. evaluated over 100 candidates for joint replacement of knee or hip. Obesity was related to daily consumption of analgesics, and obese patients were more likely to be taking strong opioids than normal weight patients. Time required for an operation tends to increase as BMI increases; compared to non-obese patients, morbidly obese patients required 18% longer time for their total knee arthroplasty. Similarly, morbid obesity appears to be related to longer hospital stay and greater postsurgical complications.

Longitudinal studies also suggest that obesity may be a risk factor for developing chronic pain. A population-based study with over 30,000 people over 10+ years in Norway suggests that obese individuals, particularly those who are inactive, have greater risk of developing chronic arm pain. A large population-based survey of over 25,450 people showed that a greater number of obese people at the baseline developed low back pain 11 years later compared to those who were not obese. Similarly, another longitudinal study that followed kitchen workers in Finland showed that obesity was a significant risk factor (OR = 2.5, 95% CI, 1.0–6.0) for developing widespread pain, whereas not being obese was associated with reduction in the prevalence of multisite pain.
over time (OR =3.7, 95% CI, 1.1–12.7). Obesity may also contribute to the chronicity of back injury. Evaluation of people with acute work-related back injury revealed that obesity was one of the factors associated with persistent pain 3 months later.

Conversely, weight gain may occur as a result of chronic pain. Chronic pain is one of the major reasons that obese patients list for their weight gain. Frustion associated with functional limitation may lead to overeating. Other common adverse effects of chronic pain, such as sedentary lifestyle, poor sleep, and side effects of medications, may also contribute to weight gain in chronic pain patients.

Obesity is known to have various adverse impacts on people’s functional capacity and quality of life (QOL) in general. When obesity co-occurs with chronic pain, obesity may have further health consequence for chronic pain patients. Several studies have shown reduced life expectancy for individuals with chronic pain mostly due to cardiovascular disease. Although the exact mechanism underlying the increased mortality in chronic pain patients is not known, it has been suggested that metabolic syndrome is common in chronic pain patients, and that it may lead to compromised cardiac health. Overall, research suggests that obesity makes chronic pain more problematic in general. Obesity is related to greater physical disability and psychological distress in chronic pain patients. Compared to non-obese patients, obese back pain patients appear to be more functionally impaired, have greater comorbid problems, and have more radicular symptoms than non-obese counterparts.

Obesity and pain sensitivity

Although research examining the relationship between obesity and subjective pain report generally shows the significant association (ie, greater prevalence of pain complaints among obese people), studies evaluating the relationship between obesity and sensitivity to experimentally induced pain in the laboratory settings have shown conflicting results both in animals and humans.

Animal research

There are some studies showing increased pain response to pressure and thermal noxious stimuli in obese rats. On the other hand, others showed no difference in pain behaviors in response to pressure or thermal stimuli or reduced hyperalgesic response. Rossi et al used the operant orofacial pain method to evaluate pain behaviors in response to noxious stimulation. In this model, mice had to choose getting a reward (food) coupled with painful facial stimuli vs avoiding

reward that let them avoid painful experience. Obesity was not related to the changes in their reward-seeking behaviors, suggesting that obesity may not impact pain response in the absence of inflammation or nerve injury.

Inflammatory markers were dysregulated in obese rats. Obese rats exhibited greater peripheral inflammation and hyperalgesia compared to lean rats when the rats received intradermal carrageenan injection in the paw suggesting that obesity may potentiate inflammatory response. It is also possible that various neurophysiological changes that occur with weight gain, rather than, or in addition to, weight gain per se, may contribute to change in nociceptive processing. For example, Sugimoto et al used chemically induced diabetes in rats, which caused steady body weight gain as well as quick increases in blood glucose and hemoglobin A1c. Relative to non-diabetic control rats, the diabetic rats also developed mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia shortly after becoming diabetic, even when the difference in body weights was fairly modest. Thus, something other than significant weight gain may have triggered the onset of hyperalgesia in these rats.

Human studies

Earlier studies showed that obese people exhibited decreased pain threshold to electrical stimuli as well as mechanical stimuli. In fibromyalgia women, BMI was significantly related to the number of positive tender points (ie, painful tender points upon palpation) as well as pain rating of the tender points. Recently, Zhang et al tested over 2,500 healthy men for pressure pain threshold at triceps and inguinal lines. Lower threshold to triceps was associated with greater BMI and waist circumference, but the relationship was not shown for the inguinal area. Others also show inconsistent results across body parts, suggesting that the reduced pain threshold may not be present for all body areas in obesity. Miscio et al compared the pain thresholds between nondiabetic obese people and non-obese people in response to thermal stimuli to various fingers and the big toe. Obese people were found to have significantly lower pain thresholds to fingers than non-obese people. There was no group difference in their pain response to the big toe. Okifuji et al have also found that obese fibromyalgia patients reported greater pain in response to digital pressure to tender points in the lower body areas but not upper body areas relative to non-obese patients.

However, there are other studies showing results at variance. Several studies have reported reduced pain sensitivity in obese people. Price et al tested the sensitivity to thermal stimuli in the forehead and abdomen in obese...
and non-obese people. Obese people showed decreased sensitivity in the abdomen area but not in the forehead area. Furthermore, the groups did not differ in the central pain modulation, assessed by a temporal summation test to the forehead.

Some of the variance in the results may be related to the methodology in how noxious stimuli were delivered, such as testing sites on skin surface vs in deeper tissues. Furthermore, the discrepancy in the results in both humans and animals suggests that the relationship between obesity and pain sensitivity is not likely linear. Exact nature of the relationship between pain and obesity is not known. Each condition is a multifactorial phenomenon, likely involving several psychosocial and biological factors. Linking two such multifactorial conditions is not an easy task; however, there are several hypotheses that may link the two phenomena.

**Potential mechanisms underlying the obesity–pain link**

**Mechanical and structural hypothesis**

The increased loading due to heavy weight on joints and the spine is one of the most discussed links between obesity and pain. Greater BMI is associated with greater defective change in knee cartilages. Radiographical analyses of knee OA patients revealed that obese patients had a significantly lower amount of the medial and lateral compartment joint space widths than did non-obese patients. In young, non-obese individuals, joint loading and femoral cartilage thickness on walking are positively correlated; however, the relationship is not present in obese people.

A recent study showed that obese individuals exert significantly greater disk compression force while lifting compared to normal weight individuals, often greatly exceeding the action limit set by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health. Thus, it may not be surprising to see that obesity is also related to greater structural damage in the back. Degenerative disk (DD) disorder appears to be more common in obese people. A population-based study with 2,599 Chinese individuals showed that although obesity was not as prevalent there, people with DD disorder had significantly greater BMI than those without DD disorder. The severity of DD was also positively correlated with BMI. Similarly, Alexiou and Voulgaris reported their preliminary results of significant correlation between BMI and the severity of DD in 64 patients undergoing surgery for lumbar disk herniation.

Furthermore, significantly altered body mechanics and postures are very common in obese humans, suggesting that such changes may be involved in the link between obesity and pain. Abnormal gait patterns are observed in obese individuals with low back pain. Such abnormality appears to be greater in obese pain patients than obese individuals without pain, suggesting that those with pain and obesity may recruit altered knee and ankle strategies in ambulation.

**Chemical mediators**

Adipose tissue is not a passive storage unit for fat cells. It is metabolically active, serving as an endocrine organ to produce and release proinflammatory cytokines and adipokins. Thus, obesity involves various endocrine changes. There is evidence that such endocrine changes may have a role in altered pain modulation in obesity. Research suggests that obesity may be characterized by a low-grade chronic inflammatory state as reflected by elevated levels in many inflammatory markers in the serum, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and C-reactive protein (CRP). Macrophage accumulation in adipose tissue has also been demonstrated in obese humans, which is known to play an important role in production and release of inflammatory mediators. Thus, obesity can be considered to reflect systemic inflammation which may contribute to pain. Enhanced reactivity of proinflammatory cytokines has been noted in obese people following a surgery. In fibromyalgia women, CRP level was significantly correlated with BMI. A recent population-based study also suggests that a high level of CRP adds a risk of having low back pain in obese people; obese people with elevated CRP level (>3.0 mg/dL) had an OR of 2.87 (95% CI, 1.18–6.96) of having low back pain compared to those whose CRP level was less than 3.0 mg/dL, suggesting the potential mediating role of systemic inflammation in the relationship between obesity and pain.

Leptin is a hormone that signals energy intake and stores to the brain, and obesity is associated with high leptin levels. In end-stage OA, joint pain was significantly associated with synovial leptin level. Increased leptin level in OA joints was found in obese people, and when present, it seems to facilitate further inflammation and joint damage in general. Other obesity-related hormones and peptides, such as ghrelin and galanin, may also be involved in obesity-related change in pain perception.

Recently, a role of vitamin D in obesity and chronic pain has been gaining attention. Inadequate level of vitamin D appears to be more common in obese people. Poor skeletal mineralization due to vitamin D deficiency may lead to complaints of achesin the joints and muscles. Low level of vitamin D is common in people with nonspecific
musculoskeletal pain, particularly in women. A recent report also found that among people with knee OA, greater proportion of obese patients had vitamin D deficiency (defined as <20 ng/mL), and they reported greater pain.

**Depression**

High prevalence of depression has been well documented both in pain and obesity. A qualitative study highlights a role of depression in maintaining and potentially facilitating the comorbid pain and obesity. Decreased life reinforcement in depression and chronic pain are associated with functional limitation and craving for high-caloric foods; low self-efficacy and loss of motivation in depression also seem to promote emotional eating, with foods representing comfort. Indeed, one study showed diminished association between obesity and chronic pain when depression was adjusted for, suggesting the potential importance of depression in impacting the relationship between obesity and pain.

**Sleep**

Disturbed sleep is common in chronic pain. Estimated 53% of chronic pain patients attending pain clinics have clinically significant insomnia, significantly greater than 3% in sex- and age-matched healthy people. Conversely, over 40% of insomniacs in the community complain of at least one chronic pain problem. In animal model, chronically fragmented sleep (common in chronic pain) is known to promote obesity. In general, disturbed sleep appears to affect obese pain patients more significantly than non-obese pain patients. For example, obese fibromyalgia women showed a greater level of sleepiness when compared to non-obese patients, with significant positive correlation between sleepiness and BMI. Furthermore, sleepy women showed a greater weight gain after being diagnosed with fibromyalgia when compared to non-sleepy women. One of the common sleep disturbances in obesity is obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). The strong relationship between obesity and OSA is well documented, and the majority of those with OSA are obese. Chronic pain patients with sleep apnea show reduced sleep duration and poorer sleep quality than those with sleep apnea without pain. A large prospective study investigating the relationship between OSA and temporomandibular disorder showed that people with a history of OSA are more likely to develop chronic pain. A recent animal study suggests that sleep deprivation differentially impacts obese vs lean animals on pain sensitivity; when sleep was fragmented, pain threshold was increased in the lean but not in obese mice at one of the testing times during a day. Interestingly, successful treatment of OSA may have a positive impact on pain. A small study testing elderly OSA patients with high- vs low-capacity continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy found that those who received high-capacity CPAP had significantly increased pain tolerance to electrical stimulation, whereas there was no change in those receiving low-capacity CPAP.

**Lifestyle**

Physical deactivation and deconditioning are both known risk factors for developing obesity and chronic pain. There are some evidence that how active a person is may mediate the relationship between obesity and pain. For example, being sedentary appeared to present increased risk of having low back pain when people are obese. Shiri et al followed 1,224 pain-free individuals over 6 years and found that obese people who stayed inactive had significantly greater chance of having back pain at the follow-up assessment compared to those who stayed active.

Our recent study shows that obese patients exhibit higher heart rate while exercising under a comparable workload relative to non-obese patients. Indeed, obesity is considered as a major barrier for successful physical rehabilitation. This suggests that obese patients may find an activating therapy more exerting and difficult, and consequently, this may impact their willingness to comply with an activation therapy. Conversely, weight management for pain patients may be complicated by the presence of chronic pain and fatigue. Comorbidity of pain and obesity often leads to a vicious cycle of pain–inactivity–obesity.

Psychological factors related to activity may also influence pain and obesity. Fear of movement is known to contribute significantly to pain and disability in chronic pain patients. Pain patients with high level of fear of movement tend to be less active compared to patients with low level of fear of movement. Recent research has demonstrated that obese pain patients tend to have greater fear of movement than non-obese pain patients, suggesting that such fear may contribute to inactivity in obese patients, which in turn adversely impacts pain and weight.

**Cautionary note**

The aforementioned factors are presented as the potential link between obesity and pain. However, some cautionary words need to be in place. None of these factors are likely to explain the entirety of the relationship on their own. Rather, research suggests that they are potential contributors linking obesity to pain. For example, although the assumption that
obesity-related structural damage plays an important role in the development or maintenance of pain, the relationship between observable structural damage and pain is a tenuous one. Several researchers have noted that the radiographical findings of joints do not necessarily reflect patients’ pain severity reports, suggesting that factors other than the structural issues may significantly be involved in determining how obesity impacts pain. Similarly, the exact nature of the relationship between inflammatory markers and pain is far from clear; studies have shown conflicting results with the direction and magnitude of the relationship. Further research is warranted to delineate how these correlates may influence the obesity, pain, and their relationship.

**Clinical implications**

**Weight loss and pain reduction**

If obesity aggravates chronic pain or presents a greater risk of having pain, one may speculate that weight loss should reduce pain. Indeed, accumulated evidence seems to point in that direction. An early longitudinal observation study of approximately 800 women estimated that the risk of developing knee OA can be reduced by 50% if a person loses 5 kg. Similarly, Larson et al. found that following a weight loss dieting program, people lost on average 14% of their pretreatment weight and that their reports of musculoskeletal pain significantly improved. Vincent et al. reported a case–control study in which 25 morbidly obese people who underwent bariatric surgery were compared to 20 sex- and weight-matched controls (ie, no surgery). On average, the patients in the surgery group lost 19.4 kg and 5.2% of body fat at the 3-month follow-up. They also reported significant reduction in pain in the low back and knee, whereas control subjects who did not receive the surgery did not report change in their pain levels.

Weight loss appears to help obese chronic pain patients as well. A case series observation reports significantly reduced headache frequency and related disability following bariatric surgery. Out of 105 women who were admitted for bariatric surgery, 29 patients had preexisting migraine headaches. These patients were not different from non-migraine patients in terms of their demographics and obesity-related health characteristics. Migraine frequency was on average 6.0 per month before the surgery and 1.0 per month at the 6-month follow-up. Similarly, Khoeir et al. followed 38 morbidly obese people with a history of chronic back pain undergoing bariatric surgery. The mean preoperative BMI was 52.3, which was decreased by 26.7% postoperative and by 27% at 12-month follow-up. The Visual Analog Scale (VAS) pain scores for low back were 5.2 at preoperative and 2.9 at postoperative. At the year of follow-up, 68% of the patients reported improvement in pain. They also showed significant decrease in the self-reported back pain-related disability at the postoperative assessment.

Nonsurgical weight management programs, although they generally produce much less weight loss than surgery, also show strong beneficial effects on chronic pain. Multiple reports show that weight management programs involving diet and exercise help OA patients lose weight and improve their symptoms, even for people with advanced age (≥75 years old). Similarly, weight loss appears to help people with diffuse, generalized pain as well. Several cases of improvement in fibromyalgia symptoms following weight loss have been reported. In another study, a 3-month vegan diet open trial resulted in significant weight loss and symptomatic improvement, but both weight and symptoms returned to the baseline after participants resumed a regular diet. In an uncontrolled behavioral weight loss treatment trial, fibromyalgia patients showed a 4.4% weight loss, accompanied by symptom reduction. A recent randomized study showed that those patients who underwent a 6-month diet-based weight management program had significantly greater reduction in hyperalgesia and improvement in the QOL.

It is important to note that many weight loss programs include a diet and exercise or activation components; thus, factors beyond simple loss of fat mass may contribute to the change in their pain condition. For example, a recent study highlighted the role that the muscle mass may play in musculoskeletal pain. Since weight loss without activation may lead to a loss of muscle mass as well, future studies may need to specifically investigate the impact of developing muscle mass via exercise within a weight loss program on changing pain sensitivity or pain complaints.

Another important yet less understood issue is how to maintain the weight loss and its benefit. Relapse and weight regain several years after obesity surgery are common. Long-term success of bariatric surgery seems to depend on patients’ adaptive coping with functioning and eating. Behaviorally oriented weight management programs tend to produce a smaller degree of weight loss compared to surgery. However, these programs are typically developed on the basis of helping people internalize new and adaptive habit of eating and exercising. Nonetheless, as is the case with surgery, the long-term success of these programs appears rather modest. Whereas some people may be able to maintain the initial weight loss, the majority of people appear to regain some weight following such a program.
Increased attention has recently been given to a lifestyle modification program in which program participants are encouraged to accumulate moderate-intensity physical activity through increasing behavioral skills and by incorporating short bouts of activities into their daily routines, rather than formal exercise program. Examples of such activities include increasing walking, using stairs, and doing a little extra household chores and yard work. Dunn et al.\(^\text{133}\) show that sedentary adults undergoing a lifestyle modification program showed improvement in physical fitness and blood pressure comparable to those who underwent the traditional, structured physical exercise program. Similarly, lifestyle modification with increased daily physical activities and dietary education has resulted in health benefit by reducing weight and improving blood pressure and lipid levels comparable to a traditional aerobic exercise program in obese women.\(^\text{134}\)

There has not been much research testing this type of intervention in chronic pain; however, a recent pilot study using the e-health platform to improve diet and mobility has shown significant benefit of weight loss and symptom improvement in obese people with lumbar spinal stenosis.\(^\text{135}\)

**Summary and future direction**

Obesity and chronic pain both present serious public health concerns. The two conditions appear to co-occur frequently and likely have reciprocally negative impact on one another. Although as clinical syndromes, pain and obesity are significantly associated with each other, research evaluating the relationship between obesity and pain sensitivity has yielded conflicting results. This suggests that the relationship between obesity and pain is not a direct one but is mediated by various factors. Such factors include biomechanical/structural changes associated with obesity, inflammatory mediators, mood disturbance, poor sleep, and lifestyle issues. In particular, research on potential chemical mediators linking obesity with pain is rapidly growing. Those interested in further discussion on this topic may be interested in excellent reviews recently published.\(^\text{15-16}\) These papers also address various potential mediators relevant to specific pain diagnoses as well. It is, however, important to note that all of these mediating factors are implicated in the obesity–pain link in diverse ways across patients; that is, the relevance of these factors may vary greatly from a person to person. Multivariate assessment of patients and consolidation of all relevant biopsychosocial information are essential in understanding how obesity and chronic pain are intertwined in each patient.

In general, losing weight, either via surgical intervention or via behavioral intervention (ie, diet and exercise), appears to be beneficial for pain and associated QOL. A challenge however seems to be the long-term maintenance of benefit. All treatments require patients to internalize adaptive eating habits and staying active, which are not easy tasks even for healthy people. Further research is needed to develop post-treatment strategies to help patients maintain weight loss.
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